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Abstract. The Covid-19 pandemic is a reminder that modern society is
still susceptible to multiple types of natural or man-made disasters, which
motivates the need to improve resiliency through technological advance-
ment. This article focuses on robotics and the role it can play towards
providing resiliency to disasters. The progress in this domain brings the
promise of effectively deploying robots in response to life-threatening dis-
asters, which includes highly unstructured setups and hazardous spaces
inaccessible or harmful to humans. This article discusses the maturity
of robotics technology and explores the needed advances that will allow
robots to become more capable and robust in disaster response mea-
sures. It also explores how robots can help in making human and natural
environments preemptively more resilient without compromising long-
term prospects for economic development. Despite its promise, there are
also concerns that arise from the deployment of robots. Those discussed
relate to safety considerations, privacy infringement, cyber-security, and
financial aspects, such as the cost of development and maintenance as
well as impact on employment.
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1 Introduction

Human society and activities are often severely disrupted due to high-impact
disasters. For instance, the Covid-19 pandemic has significantly affected human
daily lives and brought up destabilizing threats to many societal aspects and the
economy at a global scale. There is a long list of other disasters in the 21st century
that impacted human life, such as terrorist attacks (e.g., the 9/11 events in New
York City), earthquakes and tsunamis (e.g., the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004
and the Haitian Earthquake of 2010, the Japanese Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Disaster of 2011), as well as recent years of multiple high-impact hurricanes,
forest fires and extreme heat waves or droughts. Each of these disasters has
caused casualties, infrastructure destruction and significant economic loss [13].
Two billion people were estimated to have been affected by disasters from 2008
to 2017 [15].
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Given the scale of this impact, there is a continuing need for improving the
resiliency of human society against disasters, where technology can play a crit-
ical role. Here resiliency refers both to preemptive measures and post-disaster
responses. As a long-term strategy towards preventing or reducing the probabil-
ity of a disaster from happening, technology can help fortify infrastructure, sup-
ply chains and the natural environment. Similarly, early detection and warning
mechanisms, evacuation management tools and efficient deployment of response
resources can help with resilience when a disaster can be foreseen. Once a disaster
has occurred, appropriate response and containment measures can help a system
to recover quickly and minimize losses in the aftermath. Activities that provide
resilience range from immediate medical care to long-term clean-up efforts.

Robotics can play a critical role across this spectrumof disaster resilience activ-
ities, given significant advancements over the last few decades throughmore robust
mechanisms, faster computational power, improved sensors, access to more data
and more efficient algorithms. Today, robots are deployed primarily in industrial
and logistics environments, such as assembly lines and warehouses. They are also
used in military and space exploration applications, and have some limited pres-
ence in domestic and public facility environments, such as homes and hospitals.
The annual global sales of robots hit 16.5 billion dollars in 2018 with a historical
maximum of 422,000 units installed globally, 55% of which corresponded to ser-
vice robots for professional use (logistics, inspection and maintenance, medical,
agriculture, etc.) [97]. The role of robots in managing public health and infectious
diseases was highlighted by the Covid-19 pandemic [122].

This paper examines the ability of robotics to provide persistent resiliency
against high-impact disasters both through preemptive measures for fortifica-
tion and preparation as well as for post-disaster response activities. It focuses on
identifying what aspects of robotics technology are mature enough to be already
deployable for resiliency. This effort also identifies robotics domains where fur-
ther investment is needed in order to achieve more comprehensive and robust dis-
aster resilience, without compromising long-term prospects for economic devel-
opment. This work also examines the challenges and undesirable side-effects that
arise from the deployment of robotics technology in this context, together with
ideas on potential mitigation efforts of the undesirable side-effects.

1.1 Past/Present Robotic Deployments

Robotics has already seen use in responding to and preventing disasters. Perhaps
one of the first uses was by the military to diffuse or safely detonate mines
(Fig. 1 (b)). Various robots with unique mobility features - such as snake-bots
(Fig. 1 (a)) - have been used for search and rescue in the aftermath of geological
disasters and extreme storms. Firefighting robots have also been demonstrated
(Fig. 1 (c)). Although their potential for impact in this domain is significant,
robots have been rather limited in their scope and reliability when pushed to
the limits.
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Fig. 1. (From Left to Right) (a) A snake-like robot developed by NASA (Image Source:
[81] ). Similar designs are deployed for search and rescue after earthquakes. (b)
iRobot’s PackBot most commonly used to detect and diffuse improvised explosive
devices (Image Source: [23] ). (c) A POK Jupiter firefighting robot (Image Source:
[94] ). (d) An aquatic robot deployed under a ship to inspect it (Image Source:
[34] ).

For instance, in March of 2011 when a tsunami hit Japan’s Fukushima-
Daiichi nuclear plant, robots were deployed to assess damage and attempt
cleanup/repair. Unfortunately, many of the robots did not accomplish their des-
ignated tasks due to the challenges of navigating a highly unstructured environ-
ment and performing complex manipulation [36]. For similar reasons, there has
not been wide deployment of firefighting robots or search and rescue robots to
help move debris in addition to navigating through it. Fortunately, recent devel-
opments in robotics could push the deployments of robots into a larger variety
of environments in order to deal with more disasters.

1.2 Examples of Robotics Technology

Robotics encompasses a large variety of systems, which can potentially be
deployed to provide resiliency against a wide variety of disasters.

Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGV). AGVs, such as autonomous vehicles,
have advanced and are able to self-localize and navigate in structured spaces
with minimal human intervention and increasingly in dynamic and unstructured
spaces [41,69,95]. Despite this progress, there is still significant effort required
for wide, safe deployments.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). Aerial robots, such as drones and
unmanned helicopters, are capable of autonomously flying and hovering in the
air. This allows them to quickly reach areas, which are inaccessible to ground
vehicles [19,84,91].

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV). Marine robots, such as auto-
mated submarines, are capable of navigating in the water and exploring under-
water environments. They are increasingly deployed to monitor the quality of
the ocean or search for debris [39,126].

Robotic Manipulators. Robotic arms and hands are built for tasks that
require manipulating objects, such as picking and placing, reorienting, push-
ing, changing the form of an object or rearranging multiple objects [61,64].
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They have many industrial applications, such as bin picking [40,42] and part-
assembly [2,56]. These robots typically have many degrees of freedom (DOF)
and are often mounted on a fixed base to ensure high precision.

Mobile Manipulators. An extension of the above category, where mobile
robots carry manipulators, they combine the advantages of mobility from
AGVs/UAVs/AUVs and the manipulation ability of robotic arms and hands.
This type of robot is needed for tasks that involve both navigation and manip-
ulation, such as debris removal [27,120].

Humanoid Robots. Humanoid robots are designed to have a human-like form
that allows them to be easily deployed in spaces made for people. They can
perform bi-pedal locomotion over non-flat terrains [3,54], coordinate two arms
for manipulation, and more naturally interact with people [59,117].

Other Bio-inspired Robots.Other types of bio-inspired robots, such as snake-
like robots, are inspired by non-human biological systems [32]. Mimicking their
counterparts, they usually have the appropriate size, form and agility for solving
tasks in natural environments [71]. They can also form large collectives, such as
robot swarms [72,90].

1.3 Fundamental Challenges for Robotics Technology

Across all of these types of robots, there is a sequence of fundamental robotics
problems that need to be addressed in order to endow the corresponding systems
with the ability to solve real-world tasks.

Robot Mechanisms and Design. This area encompasses mechanisms and
actuators that can: (i) generate sufficiently high and precise forces and torques
without significant energy expenditure, (ii) withstand punishing impacts, (iii)
be safe for interaction with people, and (iv) be adaptive to different domains.
A well-designed robot must withstand the adversity of its environment, such as
that of a nuclear plant [83,98] or of the deep ocean [105].

Sensing and Computer Vision. Robots need to perceive and understand their
surroundings, e.g., autonomous cars need to detect pedestrians and other vehi-
cles typically through visual sensors [65,74,102,106]. Non-visual sensors, such as
tactile or proprioception sensors, can also provide useful data about the robot’s
environment or its own state.

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). SLAM is a key tech-
nique in robot navigation where robots are exploring unknown environments or
where the robot’s location is critical in solving a task. SLAM techniques are
linked to the underlying sensing technology used, such as monocular vision or
LiDAR [31]. SLAM in dynamic environments [124] or for multi-robot systems
[129] can be more challenging but is needed in many applications.

Telerobotics. Though full autonomy is desirable, telerobotics, i.e., the remote
operation or semi-autonomous control of robots, is sufficient and often easier to
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achieve for many tasks but introduces its own cognitive load challenges. Telep-
resence [115] and telemedicine [62] are example high-demand tasks that relate
to disaster events [29].

Motion Control and Planning. An autonomous robot has to determine how
to navigate, locomote in or manipulate its environment. Intelligent planning
involves often safe obstacle avoidance [87,114] and determining feasible [67] and
optimized [58,99] sequences of actions [51,103] to solve a target task. Control
involves the safe and effective execution of the corresponding actions as a fast,
online response to sensory input.

Learning. Robots can improve their performance given prior experience and
data. Machine learning approaches can be used to improve components of a
robot, such as perception or planning, or for end-to-end learning of navigation
[121] and manipulation behaviors [63], and transfer learning to bridge the sim-
ulation to reality gap (sim2real) [38].

Multi-robot Systems. Many applications require more than one robot [21,75].
Coordinating teams of robots poses non-trivial challenges both in terms of effi-
ciency [125] and safety [24], such as ensuring the robots avoid collisions among
themselves while fulfilling the tasks more effectively as more resources are used.

Human-robot Interaction (HRI). Robots need to interact with people in
tasks such as emergency evacuation [127] or collaborative assembly [44]. In addi-
tion, robots need to be able to understand human task specification. Similarly,
people should not feel threatened and surprised by robots’ actions [60].

2 Robotics as an Enabler of Resiliency

Robotics technology can help in resiliency against disasters in two distinct ways:
(1) via taking measures for averting disasters or preparing a system to better deal
with them once they occur (preemptive measures) and (2) via responding to
disasters and minimizing their impact through technological resiliency (post-
disaster responses). Figure 2 indicates the 9 Technology Readiness Levels

TRL 1: Basic Principles 
observed

TRL 2: Concept 
formulated

TRL 3: Concept 
proved

TRL 4: Lab scale 
validated

TRL 5: Pilot scale 
validated

TRL 6: System prototype 
demonstrated in lab 
scale

TRL 7: System prototype 
demonstrated in pilot scale

TRL 8: System finalized 
and qualified

TRL 9: Actual 
system proven 
operationally 

Fig. 2. The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) arrow above indicates the 9 levels of
technology readiness. The higher the number, the more mature the technology is. Red
phases are early stages of the technology (TRL 1–3); orange phases are transitional
stages where the technology is validated conceptually and in small scale (TRL 4–6), and
green phases are operational stages where the technology is validated in the industry,
and is ready to be used in real applications (TRL 7–9). (Color figure online)
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Fig. 3. Robotics can enable the above “preemptive measures” for resiliency. This paper
splits preemptive measures into two categories: (1) Fortification and (2) Preparation
(dark blue circles), each with its own sub-categories (grey circles). The number-indexed
icons with associated colors indicate types of disasters. They appear next to preemptive
measures that are more relevant to them. (Color figure online)

according to NASA [12], which provide a metric for estimating the maturity of
technology. This paper adopts this metric in the context of evaluating robotics
technology to enable resiliency against disasters. For each category below, the
paper provides our TRL scores as the evaluation at the end of each discussion.

2.1 Robotics for Preemptive Measures

This paper summarizes in Fig. 3 the resiliency activities related to preemptive
measures, which reduce the chance of accidents or machine failures and help with
disaster preparation. Preemptive measures are further categorized into those
long-term “Fortification” measures and short-term “Preparation” measures.

Resilient Supply Chain (Fortification). An important factor to make a
community less vulnerable to disasters is to ensure an operational manufactur-
ing and logistics chain to deliver essential supplies (e.g., first-aid, food, medicine,
disinfectants, etc.). The sudden occurrence of a disaster can create a shortage
of essential supplies in the proximity of an affected area. Robot manipulators
can be used both in production and distribution of supplies, especially those not
typically produced in high quantities in ordinary times. For instance, during the
Covid-19 pandemic there was a need to convert factory floors towards produc-
ing simple hygiene and protection products. Britain’s Wales-based Royal Mint
produced plastic visors, one every 10 s, to meet the public need, and Minnesota-
based Protolabs moved to making parts for Covid-19 test kits using 3D printing;
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they were able to produce over 10,000 parts on short notice [79]. Automation
technology is needed that allows production lines to be adapted on demand to
such drastic changes in supply needs. Given the increasing demand for 3D fab-
rication, further research is needed in the area of robotic spatial extrusion, an
alternative to traditional layer-based 3D printing [46].

On the distribution side of supply chain, automated warehouses have become
increasingly popular as they reduce dependence on manual labor [1,7]. Various
types of robots can perform diverse tasks including picking, moving, and sorting.
This often requires the use of multiple AGVs in the same workspace [50], such
as robots that lift shelves of goods and transfer them to human pickers without
colliding with each other [47]. In addition, increasing focus in the area of object
rearrangement [100] is yielding more efficient methods of performing packing
tasks, such as preparing packages for delivery.

TRL 7–9: Robotics technology for manufacturing and distribution of supplies is
becoming increasingly mature. 3D printing is increasingly used in production,
but maturity varies on materials - e.g. 9 for plastics but 7 for metals. Effective
adaptability to changing demand requires additional investment.

Build and Maintain Robust Infrastructure (Fortification). Robots, such
as drones and ground vehicles, can be deployed to monitor the health of criti-
cal infrastructure. Such surveillance tasks, together with frequent maintenance,
that can also be partly automated through robotics, could drastically reduce
failures in factories, power-plants, oil rigs or civic infrastructure. Building more
secure and safe new facilities is also highly desirable. Nevertheless, constructing
such high-profile facilities is both costly and time-consuming. Part of the cost
involves manual labor and associated safety measures during construction as well
as the requirements for high precision. Leveraging automation could reduce the
associated costs as well as injury risks for workers that may arise from interac-
tion with manually controlled heavy machinery (drills, excavators, and cranes).
Mobile manipulators can be envisioned as construction and maintenance robots,
which navigate sites as well as lift and assemble heavy materials. One approach
to handling these heavy load tasks is to utilize the existing machinery and con-
nect it to a computer with advanced software. Companies like Built Robotics [4]
integrate artificial intelligence (AI) systems into off-the-shelf equipment, making
them operate autonomously. While the prospect of deploying fully autonomous
construction robots on a large scale is a future vision, telerobotics [108] and
exoskeletons can be deployed more heavily to ensure high efficiency and to lower
the risk of injuries.

TRL 4–6: for teleoperation and surveillance tasks; 1–3: for autonomy and con-
struction/maintenance.

Fortify Natural Environments (Fortification). It is important to consider
when and where to alter the natural environment in order to reduce the pos-
sibility of a disaster. For example, clearing away trees from power lines can
reduce the chance of a power outage before a storm. Similarly, clearing out buffer
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zones in forests can reduce the spread of disastrous fires. Fortifying a water sup-
ply network can help agriculture to better manage resources in the case of a
drought. While these tasks are routinely performed by humans today, they are
both risky and expensive to perform at a large scale. There has been limited use
of robots in these domains, however, given the difficulty of deploying robots in
such highly unstructured setups. At the same time, there are research efforts on
robots that interact with the natural environment without much human inter-
vention. For example, European researchers are working on a mobile manipula-
tor called TrimBot [104] which can trim vegetation. The underlying technology
focusing on gardening is an example of how robots can be deployed in forestry-
fortification tasks. There are many challenges, however, in hardening such tech-
nology; these lie in the integration of several key components: computer vision
to understand complex natural environments, 3D mapping techniques for navi-
gation, and manipulation to remove dead plants, trim dry leaves, and plant new
trees. So far, forest fire prevention humanoid robots are limited to the design
phase [33].

TRL 1–3: for nature fortifying robots.

Monitor for Early Detection and Warning (Preparation). Early detec-
tion and monitoring can be effective for minimizing losses in many disasters. For
instance, knowing early that a fire started and is growing can speed up evacuation
and counter-measures before the disaster gets out of hand. In addition, predict-
ing the duration and magnitude of potential disasters can better inform as to
if and where further attention is needed. Furthermore, the detection of warning
signals including “behavior pattern recognition” [88] is critical to combat terror-
ist attacks. Thanks to advances in machine learning and data mining, predictive
models of disasters can be obtained through the analysis of data from previous
events. Collecting data, however, could be burdensome and even impossible in
disaster-prone areas which are not naturally accessible. In these cases, robots
can help to both gather data and provide immediate alert of potential disasters
through real-time monitoring. Liquid Robotics launched an autonomous Wave
Glider robot, a marine robot outfitted with a hydrophone, time-lapse camera,
and satellite uplink to communicate with a sensor package on the ocean floor
[66]. It looks for changes in water pressure and magnetic fields that indicate
whether a tsunami has formed. The concept of fire-detecting robots is also on
the horizon as Insight Robotics is developing an early wildfire detection system
that combines a high-precision, pan-tilt robot with thermal imaging sensors and
advanced vision technology [8]. Given its ability to collect temperature data, it
is now being considered for measuring body temperature in the mass screening
of fever candidates. It can reduce human labor and lower the risk of testing staff
being exposed to infected people in the Covid-19 pandemic.

TRL 4–6: Some of the technologies are currently at the level of minimum viable
products (MVP).

Evacuation Management (Preparation). Some unfortunate tragedies due
to disasters occur during the evacuation process. For example, in response to
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the possibility of hurricane Rita hitting Texas in 2005, over 100 people died
during the evacuation because heavy traffic caused people to get stuck in traffic
jams during a heat wave [11]. Better communicating and guiding an evacuation
can help people be more resilient in escaping disasters that are not preventable.
There are two main areas where robotics can help: one is deployment of more
intelligent or driver-less vehicles (AGVs) and the other is effective means of
human-robot interaction during emergencies.

Introducing driverless cars is predicted to significantly lower chaos caused by
panic during an evacuation [28]. Automated cars are emotionless when facing
dense crowding and traffic disturbances, and are capable of taking more respon-
sive actions while maintaining high accuracy. Before reaching the wide-spread
adoption of autonomous vehicles, drones and other types of mobile robots can
be used to communicate information to human drivers. Inside buildings, evac-
uees tend to follow the crowd to find an exit, which can cause gridlock and
potentially trampling. Recent work [82] proposes effective evacuation strategies
for humanoid robots to positively take advantage of and influence “follow the
crowd” behavior. The idea is to assign mobile shepherding robots that lead evac-
uees to a particular exit and stationary handoff robots that use gestures or verbal
commands to direct the evacuees to another robot. This type of human-robot
and robot-robot interaction shows promise in improving effectiveness of future
evacuations.

TRL 4–6: for autonomous driving technology; 1–3: for evacuation-guiding robots.

Deployment of Response Resources (Preparation). Managing response
resources in disaster-prone regions ahead of time is an effective way to allevi-
ate the negative impact of a disaster. This can be achieved by building better
transport networks for both people and supplies. Robots are able to distribute
response resources both in a shorter period of time and more rationally than
humans can. In the event of a drought, for instance, aerial robots and UAVs like
drones can take prompt action and deliver water to where it is most needed.
In general, due to high precision, such robots could be used to more efficiently
water crops [5]. In fact, in drought-stricken California, farmers are using drones
as drip systems that save them 40–50% on the water that they previously used
[6]. The water savings by these intelligent systems help farmers survive through
heat waves and droughts. A future direction to take would be to improve the
sensing and vision of the drones (e.g., using infrared cameras) to analyze the
coloration of plants and accurately identify the regions in lack of water.

TRL 7: Although drones are viable, there is room for improvement in terms of
sensing and vision.

2.2 Robotics for Post-disaster Response

This paper summarizes in Fig. 4 the resiliency activities related to post-disaster
responses, which minimize loss of life and reduce the recovery time, i.e., time
required to rebuild damaged infrastructure and biotopes after a disaster has
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taken place. Post-disaster responses are further categorized into those responses
focused on “Infrastructure and Nature” and “People”.

Danger Alerts

Immediate Response 
& Containment

Long-term Clean-up, 
Decontamination &
Disinfection

Damage Detection 
& Repairs

Communication Support
1 2 3 7

1 2 3 6 7

4

2 5 6

1 2 3 6

For 
Infrastructure 

& Nature

Search & Rescue

Medical Care

Supply Delivery

1 2 3 6 7

1 3 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5

5 6

For People

1 Geological Disasters 2 Forest Fires 3 Extreme Storms 4 Heat Waves/Droughts

5 Pandemics/Diseases 6 Nuclear/Oil/Chemical 7 Social Conflict/Strife/Radicalism

Post-disaster 
Responses

Fig. 4. Robotics can enable the above “post-disaster” responses for resiliency. This
paper splits post-disaster measures into two categories: (1) For People and (2) For
Infrastructure and Nature (dark blue circles), each with its own sub-categories (grey
circles). The number-indexed icons with associated colors indicate types of disasters.
They appear next to preemptive measures that are more relevant to them. (Color figure
online)

Search and Rescue (People). Timely search and rescue work is essential for
victims in geological disasters, nuclear/chemical accidents, and terrorist attacks.
A major challenge in search and rescue work arises from navigating adverse and
dangerous environments. Rescue teams could face debris from fallen buildings
after earthquakes, dense vegetation in forests, and high levels of radiation in
contaminated nuclear plants. Robots have the advantage of being less vulnerable
and more expendable but they are generally less mobile. Researchers are pushing
robot mobility by exploring different mechanisms of motion. For instance, bio-
inspired spider-like and snake-like robots are being developed to search and
rescue people trapped in the places which are hard for rescue teams to see or
reach. In addition to mechanical design advances, rescue robots perform SLAM
to effectively localize themselves [113] and multi-robot coordination [73]. Future
emphasis will be put on coordinating robots to maximize search coverage. For
instance, drones can be dispatched to survey large areas such as entire cities or
forests [128].

TRL 5–7: UAVs are currently more mobile but limited by sensor range and
bio-inspired robots are still in relatively early stages of control.
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Medical Care (People). Fast and effective medical care can save lives in the
aftermath of a disaster and can help prevent bio-disasters. A common challenge
for the medical community during disasters is the sudden influx of patients.
Perhaps more lacking than space and equipment are the medical staff themselves.
Telerobotics could be used by offsite staff to quickly look at and possibly treat
patients before a doctor becomes available onsite. There are telepresence robots
on the market already such as the Double telepresence robot [76]. Even for
diagnosis, though, such robots currently lack maneuverability of cameras and any
bio-medical imaging sensors. Care is also needed for protecting medical staff from
infectious diseases. Teleoperated robots lower the risk of medical worker infection
by limiting their exposure. Furthermore, robots that could sanitize rooms and
medical equipment regularly without the need of an operator could speed up
pre/post patient prep. Already during the Ebola epidemic, germ zapping robots
were deployed in hospitals to decontaminate a room by blasting ultraviolet light
into it [78]. For such robots, designing optimal coverage paths is an ongoing focus
of research [45,57].

TRL 6–7: Telerobotics are advanced but not yet proven in mission critical set-
tings.

Supply Delivery (People). First-aid essentials for earthquake victims, food
for people left stranded by storms, fire extinguishers for rangers fighting forests
fires, and high-quality masks for medical staff fighting viruses are in desperate
need. Such situations pose challenges of limited accessibility to remote or isolated
regions and high demand exceeding the capacity for timely delivery. After the
outbreak of Covid-19, the demand for doorstep delivery dramatically increased
while couriers tried to minimize risk of exposure. Intelligent delivery systems
can be used to deliver goods to the door without human involvement. Logistics
company DoorDash has started providing food delivery with minimal human
interaction by using Starship Technologies’ ground robots [109]. UAVs have also
been notably explored by Amazon for more general package delivery [85]. UAVs
have the added benefit of avoiding traffic but are limited by the weight of goods
they can carry. An interesting direction is to design an efficient truck-drone or
truck-robot system where the truck aims for long-distance delivery [92] and then
the drone/mobile robots arm for last-mile delivery [101] to meet high demand.

TRL 6: Fundamental technology is mature but policies for public operation need
further research/testing.

Danger Alerts (People). Besides rescuing or curing those who fall victim to
a disaster, it is also critical to prevent those who survive from falling victim to
the aftermath and lasting effects. For instance, to prevent disaster escalation,
warning signs and protective barriers can deter or prevent people from further
danger. Workers setting up such barriers might expose themselves to the haz-
ardous environment and the affected region or facility might be too large to
cover all entry points. Robots can tackle unfavorable working conditions and
their behavior is reproducible, thus allowing for more scalable solutions. Small
mobile robots with sensors can be dispatched on site to guard certain areas [43],
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detecting and warning people from approaching danger. Humanoid robots for
this task would be more effective at getting peoples’ attention [123] but UAVs
would be more practical for covering larger areas quickly.

TRL 3: How robots interact with people and alert to surrounding dangers still
requires fundamental human-robot interaction (HRI) research.

Immediate Response and Containment (Infrastructure and Nature).
Immediate actions are needed to reduce the damage from/to the environment
and infrastructure after a disaster. Robots are good at immediate response
and containment due to durable hardware and fast computational ability. For
instance, high-speed helicopters can pour heavy water or sand buckets over fires
which are beyond the reach of firefighters. Moreover, a fleet of UAVs that period-
ically survey a forest to detect wildfires could respond instantly to a smaller fire
whereas people typically won’t notice until much later [20]. Similar style automa-
tion could be used for snow clearance vehicles [68]. The quickened response to
clearing snow could greatly improve traffic flow during the winter and minimize
road closures.

TRL 7: Semi-automated machines that are deployed in large scale but full auton-
omy is a work-in-progress.

Long-term Clean Up, Decontamination and Disinfection (Infrastruc-
ture and Nature). Though quick action can minimize problems before they
get worse, if a disaster does get out of control (such as a forest fire or a
nuclear/oil/chemical accident) it can leave behind an unfavorable environment
which needs long-term efforts to clean up. As robots are less vulnerable to adverse
conditions, they are increasingly used for this type of work. However, disaster
cleanup requires specialized mobile manipulators depending on the scenario. For
instance, STR-1 robots have been placed on the roof of nuclear plants to clean up
destroyed reactors and debris, which mitigated the aftermath of the nuclear leak
of the Chernobyl reactor containment walls [55]. Timely clean-up efforts are also
important for oil spills as water can spread toxins quickly depending on currents
and winds. MIT has been developing a fleet of marine robots called Seaswarm
[107] which are designed to clean up oil spills quickly and relatively cheaply.
In terms of virus disinfection, remote-controlled ground robots are also used in
China to disinfect neighborhoods daily amid the Covid-19 outbreak to ensure a
safer environment for residents [48]. The future focus is more on whether they
can be in full autonomy and make decisions without human intervention.

TRL 6–9: Special purpose cleaning robots have been deployed but their effec-
tiveness and level of autonomy vary.

Damage Detection and Repairs (Infrastructure and Nature). Quick
detection of damage to infrastructure can prevent further destruction in a poten-
tial aftershock. Such detection needs high accuracy and undisturbed reason-
ing, which are the advantages of robots over humans. In addition to naviga-
tion challenges, robots performing detection tasks are faced with perception and
vision challenges in actually identifying/sensing issues. During the nuclear leak
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in Fukushima, Japan, the Japanese investigation team dispatched a robot manip-
ulator equipped with dedicate sensors and gauges to identify the main source
of the nuclear leak and detect if the danger had been eliminated [25]. There is
also active research on designing mobile robots equipped with 2D laser scanners
[119] to detect road surface damage; this is especially important after an earth-
quake or a volcanic eruption occurs. Monitoring technology can also be used to
detect weak links in heavy machinery, factories, and power grids. One such tech-
nique is motion amplification, currently deployed by RDI Technologies, which
helps detect faulty machine behavior by visually exaggerating small vibrations
through image processing [10]. It remains a challenge on the mechanism design
of such robots so that they can be placed into small regions without the risk of
damaging the equipment on the robots.

TRL 7–8: Machines are pretty good at identifying damage or possible weak
points but distributing them efficiently to survey infrastructure has plenty of
room for improvement.

Communication Support (Infrastructure and Nature). When a disaster
such as a geological disaster or a forest fire occurs in a remote area, the ability
to maintain communication is very important in order to properly respond to
the disaster and keep people safe. One key task is to gather accurate disaster
information on site for leaders to make wise decisions. Due to limited human
access to those regions, ground vehicles (AGVs) and aerial robots (UAVs) can
be used to coordinate with each other to gather information [77,84]. Robots
can not only get disaster information on site for the needs of rescue teams, but
also successfully gather those for the needs of victims on site. This requires that
robots have excellent sensing and analytical tools to locate victims [93], so as
to provide guidance for rescue. The deployment of these robots requires many
advanced techniques including SLAM [110].

Another important task is to provide backup for existing human commu-
nication channels (e.g. phone and internet). If a storm knocks out power in a
region and is expected to become even more dangerous, people might not realize
the need to evacuate before it is too late. Deploying drones to either provide
temporary wireless networks [70] or even dropping warning pamphlets at peo-
ples’ doorsteps could prevent people from getting trapped in such situations.
Furthermore, the same temporary communication networks could be used for
search and rescue teams [86] to improve reliability of government facilities so as
to provide extra security in case of a national security incident.

TRL 6: SLAM techniques have been broadly used. However, multi-robot inter-
action is still challenging especially as the number of robots increases and when
centralized communication is not available.

2.3 Summary of Robotics Technology for Resiliency Activities

Table 1 summarizes which robotics technology (column 1) applies to which
resiliency activities discussed in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2 (column 2) and the types
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Table 1. The table summarizes which robotics technology (column 1) applies to which
resilience activities (column 2) and the types of robots involved (column 3) in using
the robot technology for the resilience activities.

Robotics Technology For Resiliency Activities Types of Robots

Additive Manufacturing Resilient Supply Chain Robotic Manipulators

Logistics Robots Resilient Supply Chain
Supply Delivery

Autonomous Ground
Vehicles (AGV)
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV)
Robotic Manipulators

Construction/Infrastructure
Robotics

Build and Maintain Robust
Infrastructure
Immediate Response and
Containment

Mobile Manipulators
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV)

Forestry Robotics Fortify Natural
Environments

Mobile Manipulators

Data Collection and Hazard
Detection

Monitor for Early Detection
and Warning
Danger Alerts
Damage Detection and
Repairs

Autonomous Ground
Vehicles (AGV)
Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUV)

Driverless Cars Evacuation Management
Deployment of Response
Resources

Autonomous Ground
Vehicles (AGV)

Human-robot Coordination Evacuation Management
Danger Alerts

Humanoid Robot

Drones Deployment of Response
Resources
Search and Rescue
Supply Delivery
Communication Support

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV)

Rescue Robots Search and Rescue
Communication Support

Autonomous Ground
Vehicles (AGV)
Bio-inspired Robots

Medical Robots Medical Care Robotic Manipulators
Humanoid Robots
Bio-inspired Robots

Disinfectant Robots Medical Care
Immediate Response and
Containment
Long-term Clean up,
Decontamination and
Disinfection

Autonomous Ground
Vehicles (AGV)
Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUV)
Mobile Manipulators

of robots introduced in Sect. 1.1 involved (column 3). There are many types of
robotics technologies, at varying levels of maturity, that can aid in both preemp-
tive measures and post-disaster responses to strengthen resiliency against disas-
ters. Broadly speaking, the robotics technologies that rely on simpler movement
modalities (autonomous vehicles, warehouse robots, drones) are more mature
and even deployed towards some of the useful resiliency activities. Such tech-
nologies would gain more benefit from better sensor hardware/software and
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distributed communication methods. The less mature robotics technologies are
predominantly those that deal with more complex movement modalities (bio-
inspired movement, unstructured environments), dexterous manipulation tasks
(assembly, rearrangement), and human interaction. Such technologies still need
fundamental research and experiments involving new algorithmic and hardware
ideas before becoming practical for deployment in disaster resiliency tasks.

When considering strategies for disaster resilience, it is important to know
which technologies are available now, which can be pushed to work soon, and
which should be developed in the long term for future use. This information
alone, however, is not enough to fully make decisions on which resilience actions
to take. It is important to also consider the negative consequences that can result
from the use of robotics technology whether by intentional abuse or negligent
misuse, which is the topic of the next section.

3 Pitfalls of Robotics Deployment for Disaster Resiliency

Fig. 5. Potential undesirable consequences
from the deployment of robotics technology as
a resiliency strategy include but are not lim-
ited to (from left to right circles): (1) Safety
Concerns; (2) Impact on Employment; (3) Size
of Investment; (4) Unbalanced Expectations
and Reactions; (5) Privacy Infringement and
Cyber Security; (6) Undesirable Uses of the
Same Technology.

While robots enable resiliency to
disasters, their deployment can also
result in side effects if not exe-
cuted properly. This section brings
up such potential undesirable con-
sequences resulting from either
intentional or negligent application
of robotics technology and sug-
gests general policies and broad
guidelines to mitigate the negative
impact. The proposed guidelines in
this section reflect the opinions of
the authors, and not necessarily of
any cited works. In fact, we want
to stress that as technology itself
is developing, careful considera-
tion and further socio-technological
research is needed to inform prac-
tical policies for the deployment of
specific types of robotics technol-
ogy. Figure 5 summarizes potential undesirable consequences.

Robotics Safety Concerns. Industrial robots are generally precise, powerful
and fast. Therefore they are deployed in assembly lines and warehouses to achieve
high efficiency and throughput. These good features, however, are also sources
of potential danger for humans that are in proximity to or interact with robots.
The fast and unpredictable motion of a robot manipulator leaves little time for
an operator to respond and thus can cause permanent injury or even death. In
2015, a worker at a Volkswagen plant was grabbed by a robot arm and smashed
into a metal plate [37], which is just one of approximately 40 robot-related
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occupational accidents reported since 1988 [9]. Such accidents may even happen
more frequently during a disaster where supply chains and autonomous deliv-
ery are in high demand. Workers and robot operators are asked to take longer
shifts to meet manufacturing and distribution demand. Fatigue increases the
risks of unsafe robot operation, and can delay human reaction to malfunctioning
robots. Furthermore, the number of robotic failure modes in more unstructured
setups, such as in natural environments or for post-disaster responses, can be
significantly higher, and human supervision is needed. In the domain of surgical
robots where robots are expected to perform super-accurate minimal invasive
surgeries, a study reported that at least 144 deaths and more than 1000 injuries
are linked to robotic malfunction during surgery over a 14-year period in the
US [14]. If surgical robots are going to see increased use during disasters where
doctors are in short supply, technical difficulties and complications need to be
addressed.

Mitigation Strategies:

1. Regardless of demand, established safety protocols and warning systems [30]
for traditional rigid robot manipulators must be enforced at all times. This
typically includes the physical separation between traditional robotic manip-
ulators and human workers/operators.

2. Safety concerns motivate the transition from traditional to collaborative
robots, which are safer to operate in close proximity to human workers. Such
robots have compliant mechanisms that allow them to safely stop when unex-
pected collisions are detected.

3. Safety protocols need to be defined for the operation of robots in unstructured
domains. Safety training, not just for robot operators, but also for other
people in the vicinity of robots, is needed and should not be overlooked even
before time-critical deployments.

4. Robot exoskeletons have been increasingly used to provide protection and
endurance for workers so as to reduce failure from handling machines. Side
effects from body contact with robot exoskeletons, such as excessive pressure
or tension, are not well known and should be examined further.

5. Human operators of robots require sufficient breaks and task variety in their
daily shift so as to maximize alertness during robot supervision.

Impact on Employment. Technology displacing human laborers has been a
constantly re-emerging concern. In the long term, advancement in technology
can increase job opportunities, in the short term, however, sudden deployment
of technology without concern for people can cause waves of unemployment. It
has been argued that about 1.7 million manufacturing jobs world-wide have been
lost to robots since 2000 [16]. Tangentially, unemployment can further increase
in the event of a disaster; many jobs were lost at the peak of the Covid-19
pandemic [96] as companies were reducing in-person interaction or due to lost
revenue. Though such unemployment is mainly due to the pandemic, not robot
deployment, arguments can be made that job replacement is likely to continue
with the objective of minimizing human contact and saving labor cost. This trend
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has already spread from manufacturing industry to healthcare; more robots have
been used in hospitals to disinfect areas, measure patients’ temperatures and
deliver medicine. They can do it without getting anyone else (both care providers
and the patients) infected [49]. The robots are also increasingly deployed in
restaurants and may reshape the industry after the pandemic. At the end of
the day, if a machine costs less to maintain than the wages for an “equivalent”
number of workers, then companies will be incentivized not to rehire people.

Mitigation Strategies:
1. The machines deployed in factories and warehouses need monitoring and

maintenance work. Training existing workers to operate and repair the robots
can effectively reduce job loss while increasing safety and resiliency. Though
robots can replace human laborers, new human tasks can be defined that
involve the operation and coordination of the corresponding tools. Other jobs
will arise from the need to understand and explain accidents involving robots.

2. Skilled workers are far more valuable than unskilled workers. Thus, making
higher education and vocational training more accessible would reduce unem-
ployment from automation as well as benefit society more broadly [89].

3. More potential administrative jobs are also created as robotic applications
introduce new considerations, especially those related to regulatory and safety
compliance.

Size of Investment. Despite technology’s positive economic benefits, it may
require a very significant initial investment to make technology practical. For
instance, the rapid advance in computing power and cognitive systems is contin-
gent on significant improvement of materials. To give an example, an American
supplier of Applied Materials is experimenting with Cobalt as the alternative
to Tungsten and Copper in transistors but is held back by the much higher
cost of Cobalt [26]. High cost also lies in software engineering and algorithmic
innovations as programmers are in high demand and paid high salaries while
research funding focuses on the long term. Systems architecture is similarly
costly as cleverer development takes a lot of design, prototyping, and testing
time [35]. In terms of disaster resilience, the cost invested in resiliency tech-
nology can potentially be significant relative to the losses from an infrequent
disaster. Consider the task of recovering black boxes and fuselage/debris [80]
after air crashes. Currently such efforts can exceed $35 million in cost. Since
airplane crashes happen infrequently there is less immediate need to develop an
autonomous black-box recovery system if manual human effort or simpler tele-
operation methods already work. Instead, there is motivation to focus research
and funding towards developing robotic systems that improve plane manufac-
ture, construction, and operation in order to minimize damage during crashes
and to avoid crashes altogether.

Mitigation Strategies:
1. Design robots to be used for multiple purposes. For instance, a robot which

can extinguish emergent fires during a disaster can be used as a gardening
robot when it doesn’t fight fires.
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2. Many robots are designed to work for long periods without being powered
off. To mitigate the energy cost, natural energy resources such as solar energy
could be used. For marine robots, the cost of operation can be minimized by
installing equipment that can collect and harness wave and wind energy.

3. Though different robots have different functionality and work in different
fields, some of the mechanism design like the joints, controllers and motors
can be standardized. Modularizing common robotic components can save cost
in design, manufacture, and repair.

Unbalanced Expectations and Reactions. The effectiveness of robotic-
related products can be easily exaggerated to obtain overly optimistic expec-
tations from the public in the surge of interest in artificial intelligence. For
instance, a lot of resources have been invested in the development and pro-
motion of self-driving cars with the promise of decreasing car accidents and
inner-city traffic. Several car companies bragged that self-driving cars will be
widely deployed in the year 2020 with Level 5 (a.k.a full) autonomy [22]. Never-
theless, self-driving cars still have yet to overcome some hard challenges, such as
sensing accuracy, collision avoidance under dynamically-changing environments,
and generalization to different weather conditions [52]. Such overly zealous praise
of incremental successes can make people become overly optimistic and careless
when the technology is used in atypical situations and behaves unexpectedly.
For instance, the Tesla accident in 2015 [118] and Uber accident in 2018 [111]
shared one common factor that the driver was inattentive during the period of
the accident (either kept hands off the wheel or was on the phone). Such reck-
lessness is not entirely the fault of the driver as they were misled into putting
too much trust in an autonomous system which had nowhere near 100% success
rate. These incidents spiked public concern and consequently many companies
suspended their road testing and recalled their cars. Only 16% of respondents
to a recent survey [17] felt comfortable allowing autonomous driving without
the option of human control. Unfortunately, this new public distrust is also too
extreme. Just because driverless technology isn’t good enough yet doesn’t mean
it can’t be developed further. If such public distrust lingers when the technology
does become ready it could delay the deployment of disaster resilience techniques
- such as using autonomous cars for faster evacuation - and ultimately cost more
lives.

Mitigation Strategies:

1. Companies and research organizations should provide more realistic plans and
properly inform customers of the exact maturity level of high-tech products
so as not to form unreasonable expectations or biases.

2. Users of high-tech products, or drivers for instance, should receive training
which involves abnormal situations and operation under emergency scenarios
in addition to regular use, to fully understand the applicability of a product.

3. In the case of autonomous cars, some regulations can be considered such
as drivers having to take periodic tests (like fire drills) in order to renew a
certification for operating driverless cars.
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Privacy Infringement and Cyber Security. As highlighted in Sect. 2, drones
are an effective resiliency technology for delivering essential supplies or extend-
ing short term communication to remote or suddenly inaccessible areas in the
event of a disaster. Improper use of drones, however, can result in massive inva-
sion of privacy if used for unsolicited surveillance of private residents (e.g., tak-
ing pictures of the outside or possibly inside of someone’s place of residence).
Correlating such gathered data to a potential customer could lead to targeted
advertisement at an unprecedented level; thus, companies are certainly moti-
vated to break privacy if unregulated. Furthermore, drones, whether military or
commercial, can be hacked even if they are well regulated.

Mitigation Strategies:

1. Better regulation or law enforcement should be formulated to ensure the safe
use of drones [18]. For instance, limiting the range of sensors which commercial
drones are allowed to be built with could prevent certain data from being
collected in the first place.

2. In addition, recipients of drone deliveries should have the right to obtain
the pictures/data taken or collected from the drone during delivery and the
ability to ask for their deletion.

In terms of cyber security, an attack on a communication platform facili-
tating both rescue teams and victims as discussed in Sect. 2 would undermine
the disaster responses and even escalate problems. Using state-of-art encryption
algorithms is becoming standardized but negligent system design and human
gullibility are still common weak points that hackers exploit, which may result
in a factory accident, a building collapse and a misleading public transporta-
tion system. One prediction is that by 2040 more crimes will be committed by
machines than by humans [116].

Mitigation Strategies:

1. Regular scanning and penetration tests should be performed more frequently
and used to inform and strictly enforce proper protocols (both in software
and for people).

2. One effective way to protect critical machinery such as cars and nuclear reac-
tors from cyber attacks is to have physically inherent safety mechanisms; such
as lacking a physical link to a wide area network (WAN).

3. In order to reduce crimes through robots, critical robotic services (e.g.,
ridesharing, product delivery, military use) should be registered and moni-
tored by a third party.

Undesirable Uses of the Same Technology. Military interests and contracts
are a large source of funding for robotics research. It was reported that global
spending on military robotics grew from about $2.4 billion in 2000 to $7.5 billion
in 2015 and is projected to reach $16.5 billion by 2025. Not coincidentally, 26%
of the new robotics companies formed from 2012 are focused on military appli-
cations [112], mostly involving autonomous drones. Though military robots are
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increasingly deployed in the context of national defense and disaster responses,
the improper use of such robots can cause significant negative consequences. For
instance, if a natural disaster occurs at the border of two countries in conflict,
a military robot may mistake victims in need of rescue as potential invaders
to defend against. Such misuse could escalate political tension between the two
countries and lead to retaliation.

Mitigation Strategies:

1. In addition to mechanical design and control strategies to improve robots’
abilities to handle harsh environments, moral responsibilities should also be
assigned to intelligent robots. As pointed out in [53], military robots should
be designed with some moral framework in mind. For instance, a robot could
be designed with the ability to reason about and prevent unwanted behaviors
commanded by its operators.

2. To mitigate security concerns, mission critical robots need to be designed with
some level of transparency in mind. Some software and hardware components
should be publicly available so that external security audits can be frequently
conducted and so that any vulnerabilities can be fixed more quickly by a larger
invested community.

4 Discussion

Robotics technology has many applications towards strengthening disaster
resilience including preventative measures, reactionary measures, and methods
to mitigate the impact of the aftermath of disasters. The state-of-art in robotics
manipulation and perception needs technological advancement in order to more
effectively provide post-disaster resiliency given the unstructured nature of the
challenge. Meanwhile many preemptive resiliency measures involving efficient
resources in manufacturing or distribution are already seeing real deployment
due to advancements in autonomous mobility. Additional capabilities can be
achieved across resiliency activities by further exploring human-robot interaction
and employing more advanced locomotion modes inspired by animals. There are
also potential downsides and concerns to consider in the application of robots in
these domains; these include safety, employment, cost, trust imbalance, privacy,
abuse, and negligence.

As robotics is an interdisciplinary subject involving research efforts from
multiple domains, the deployment of robotics also calls for a convergence of
approaches based on science, technology, sociology, and ethics. Improvement
through both technological and social means is necessary to ensure effective and
proper use of robotics technology.
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